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One on One

Slavs and Tatars on Johann Georg Hamann
Gaslighting the enlightenment
A R T

obscure references in various
languages (if not alphabets). In
a review of his own work that he
wrote under a pseudonym, Hamann
refers to himself as “cryptic,”
“deranged” and “unintelligible.”
Never before in Western
literature had an author written
with the deliberate aim of not
V A N E S S A being
T H understood.
ILL
Hamann seems
to be continually “punking” his
(in the G-rated, 21st1 2 . 0 3 . 2 0colleagues
19
century version of the term). If
the Enlightenment clique believed
in calm, clear sentences, then
Hamann’s dense, prophetic prose
is trolling: an act of resistance, an
attempt to place the mysteries (of
language and thought) in quarantine
away from the blinding, clinical light
of Enlightenment rationalism. In
perhaps one of orthography’s more
delightful duels, in the late 18th
century the renowned theologian
CT Damm argued for the removal
of the letter “h” from the German
alphabet in instances where it is not
pronounced. Hamman shot back not
one but two full-throated defenses
of the letter—the second one
from the perspective of the letter
“h” itself.
Hamann attacked his
contemporaries’ excessive emphasis
We’re not normally drawn to bad
on reason with an unlikely one-two
boys. In fact, we swing more for
punch of Lutheran theology and
bookish, soft-spoken types. Johann
highly sexualized, often vulgar,
Georg Hamann, however, is the
language. He constantly intertwined
exception to the rule. He was the
faith and sexuality—Glaube and
enfant terrible of the CounterGeschlecht—which is a convincing if
Enlightenment and wore the badge
sometimes creepy way to challenge
with pride. Kierkegaard called
the separation of mind and body,
him “the greatest humorist in the
thought and action. “My coarse
world.” Goethe considered him
imagination has never been able
the brightest mind of his time; and
to conceive of the creative spirit
Isaiah Berlin dubbed him “one of
without genitalia,” he wrote in an
the few wholly original critics of
18th century obsessed with French
modern times.”
and good manners.
Hamann wasn’t just dark. He
We’ve witnessed the limits of
was the darkest. A book on German
a world perceived through the
prose style says that compared to
bug-eyes of René Descartes and
Hamann, “Hegel’s Phenomenology
his alpha-male perspective of
of Spirit is . . . perfect vacation
cogito ergo sum, where the subject
reading.” The superlatives he
and object are split: the former
garnered from fanboys and
thinking, the latter unthinking and
frenemies alike are worthy of a
unconscious. It’s only a short leap
Marvel comic. And Hamann was
U A NtoXplay
I A Othe
. role
P O of
R Tthe
R A I Tfrom
B Ythere
M AtoT genetically
H I L D E modified
clearlyGhappy
A G I U S .foods, antiperspirant and aggressive
Dark Knight to the Enlightenment’s
campaigns for flu shots. With his
Jokers, peppering his essays with

sum ergo cogito (“I am, therefore I
think”), Hamann gives us a welcome
breather from the chokehold
of reason. This reversal places
experience, ontology—in short,
being itself—before the prioritized
analytical faculties of the mind.
For bibliophiles like ourselves,
such a swap opens up wide vistas.
Hamann’s turn in the 18th century
would make a postmodernist very
proud, and likely envious. Instead
of an emphasis on the subject
that constitutes itself, according
to Descartes or Kant, it is the text
that constitutes the subject to itself.
We’re more slow-mo than PoMo,
but happy to hitch a ride toward a
vitalist understanding of the word.
Scripture reads us as much as we
read scripture.
To quote the late-20th-century
philosopher Richard Rorty, Hamann
was “not anti-systematic but
pre-systematic.” He believed in
the crumbs, not the loaf. He didn’t
believe in thick volumes: he saw
in them an edifice of conceit. His
writings were opuscula—reviews,
letters, essays—and he himself
called them “flying leaves,” the
contemporary term for leaflets.
“Where an ordinary reader may see
nothing but mold, the feeling of
friendship will perhaps reveal to you,
gentlemen, a microscopic forest in
these pages.”
Hamann recognized that all
human knowledge is piecemeal,
situational and contradictory.
“Gaps and lacks . . . is the highest
and deepest knowledge of human
nature, through which we must
climb our way up to the ideal—ideas
and doubts—the summum bonum of
our reason.”
Yes, Hamann was dark, but as
Goethe said of him: “Clarity is a
proper distribution of light and
shadow.” From the aphoristic to
the sublime, he was as capable of
hurling gems of light as he was of
throwing shade: his most wellknown, if a bit sappy, maxim being,
“Poetry is the mother tongue of the
human race.”
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Slavs and Tatars’ Kirchgängerbanger (copublished by Motto Books and Westfälischer
Kunstverein) is a bilingual German-English read
on Johann Georg Hamann.
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Disparate images ﬂoat across your screen. Imagine as you scroll that you seek not a document
nor a window, but a poem. Your eyes dart through colors and shapes, lingering wherever weird
feelings arise—tenderness, disgust, déjà vu. This is the logic of Guan Xiao’s work, which seeks
Cultured Mag, March
out subtle yet visceral emotional engagement in an age of media overload, and mystery in an
age of explanation. In her videos, the artist uses a three-channel format to bring clips trawled
from YouTube into unlikely dialogue. In Just a Normal Day (2019), a soft voiceover intones a text
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Disparate images ﬂoat across your screen. Imagine as you scroll that you seek not a document
nor a window, but a poem. Your eyes dart through colors and shapes, lingering wherever weird
feelings arise—tenderness, disgust, déjà vu. This is the logic of Guan Xiao’s work, which seeks
out subtle yet visceral emotional engagement in an age of media overload, and mystery in an
age of explanation. In her videos, the artist uses a three-channel format to bring clips trawled
from YouTube into unlikely dialogue. In Just a Normal Day (2019), a soft voiceover intones a text
with phrases like if it’s in my head it’s relentless and my heart is empty, but the songs I sing are
full of love. Meanwhile, we see various clips including a dog bounding through the snow, facial
recognition scanning and a time lapse of a rotting fetal pig. “I have one criterion for evaluating
whether the work is interesting: contradiction—whether it’s material, visual or conceptual,” Guan
says about her decision-making process.
In her sculptural work, the Beijing-based artist creates perplexing tableaux by joining gnarled
cast forms with industrial gadgets, punctuated here and there with cartoonish details. Metal
tree trunks or lumpy ﬁberglass blocks are intertwined with more recognizable objects like
motorcycle parts, colored ropes, reading lights, skis, car rims and artiﬁcial ﬂowers. Nonspeciﬁed tribal heads and stelae, molded in ﬁberglass to approximate stone à la Disney, are
recurring motifs in her work. “Most contradictions are but two different manifestations of the
same thing,” Guan says. A self-described Internet addict, she works from the point of view that
time is not linear. “The primordial past and the future that has yet to come, or may never come,
are indistinguishable.” She explains, “if we can’t ﬁnd any record for the function of an
archaeological relic because it is too ‘ancient’ or if we don’t know the purpose of an object from
the future because it is too ‘advanced,’ doesn’t this mean that their impact on us is very
similar?”
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GUAN XIAO’S THE DAUGHTER OF TREE
( 2 0 1 9 ) I N S TA L L E D AT “ P R O D U C T S
FA R M I N G” AT T H E B O N N E R
KUNST VEREIN IN FEBRUARY 2019.

In her February 2019 show, “Products Farming” at the Bonner Kunstverein inCultured
Bonn, Germany,
a
Mag, March
hoard of sculptures on the ﬂoor looked like hand tools strewn about by a giant or perhaps
shrines to esoteric deities replete with cyborg ﬂoral arrangements. Guan’s contrasting materials
and references physicalize a feeling of dislocation from time. The viewer must “read” the work
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FA R M I N G” AT T H E B O N N E R
KUNST VEREIN IN FEBRUARY 2019.

In her February 2019 show, “Products Farming” at the Bonner Kunstverein in Bonn, Germany, a
hoard of sculptures on the ﬂoor looked like hand tools strewn about by a giant or perhaps
shrines to esoteric deities replete with cyborg ﬂoral arrangements. Guan’s contrasting materials
and references physicalize a feeling of dislocation from time. The viewer must “read” the work
for clues, but there is seemingly no key to unlock a hidden meaning. She treats all subject
matter with an even hand, saying “ideas, like a mug or a tree, are but subjects that will keep
appearing and disappearing.” Further, the past and the future “are both products of our
imagination—a form of rationalization we impose.” If rationalization can be imposed, then
absurdity can be imposed too. Tripods and pipe stands frequently appear in her sculptures, as
though we are on the set of a photoshoot. And though bright colors and jaunty shifts in scale
render her compositions rather whimsical, they also have a sinister quality. Clamps and
mechanical joints create a chilling sense that her sculptures contain objects pressed into
service, cursed even, and held immobile for our gaze.
Online, we have ever-greater access to content without context, and ever-greater fears about the
continuity of life as we know it. It is within this dialectic that Guan stages our chaotic
relationship to temporality. There’s a ﬁne line between revelry and riot, a subtitle in her threechannel video Dengue, Dengue, Dengue (2017) reads. Footage of the 2016 New Year’s Eve
bombing in Istanbul is ﬂanked on either side by crowds with phones held aloft, silently
recording. What is the world? the subtitle asks. The intensity of the will makes everything
unspeakably holy. But, don’t get hypnotized by the perpetual motion machine. While two images
are sometimes set up as comparisons—rushing water and a crowd running downhill, or a pundit
and a monkey—a third video will appear in the center screen to disrupt the equivalency. The eye
can’t possibly focus on everything at once, nor place the referents, creating a maddening swivel
between different elements.
Guan is always seeking and constructing contradictions, and because we live and breathe
contradiction under neoliberal capitalism, her work epitomizes our age. “What we call ‘hope’ is
but desire that has an expiration date,” she says grimly. But her practice, while often inscrutable
in its subjects, is precise in its method: reﬂecting a current condition of meaning-making. You
must remember, Guan says, that “all that we have is the present.”

Cultured Mag, March 2019

